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Measuring the Thermal
Conductivity of Porous,
Transparent SiO2 Films With
Time Domain Thermoreflectance
Nanocomposites offer unique capabilities of controlling thermal transport through the
manipulation of various structural aspects of the material. However, measurements of the
thermal properties of these composites are often difficult, especially porous nanomateri-
als. Optical measurements of these properties, although ideal due to the noncontact
nature, are challenging due to the large surface variability of nanoporous structures. In
this work, we use a vector-based thermal algorithm to solve for the temperature change
and heat transfer in which a thin film subjected to a modulated heat source is sandwiched
between two thermally conductive pathways. We validate our solution with time domain
thermoreflectance measurements on glass slides and extend the thermal conductivity
measurements to SiO2-based nanostructured films. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4003548�

Keywords: time domain thermoreflectance, thermal conductivity, differential-effective
medium theory, porous SiO2
Introduction
Nanocomposites offer unique capabilities of controlling thermal

ransport through the manipulation of various structural aspects of
he material �1�. Porous micro- and nanocomposite materials have
een of recent interest due to the strong boundary scattering ef-
ects, causing a controlled reduction in the thermal conductivity
2–7�. This reduction has resulted in amorphous porous nanoma-
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terials exhibiting thermal conductivities lower than the theoretical
minimum �6�. With continued reduction in characteristic lengths
of materials systems of interest, measurement of these porous
composite materials will become more difficult. For example, the
3� technique �8�, which is a contact-based resistive thermometry
method of determining the thermal conductivity �, typically oper-
ates at heating event modulation frequencies where the penetra-
tion depth of the thermal wave would exceed the thickness of the
thin film of interest �9� �the thermal penetration depth of a modu-
lated heat source is given by ���2D /�, where D is the thermal
diffusivity, defined as D=� /C, where C is the heat capacity, and
� is the angular frequency of the modulated heating event defined
as �=2�f , where f is the modulation frequency�. This can cause
interference from underlying substrate materials �10�, and various
correction factors must be employed to account for thermal con-

finement and spreading in the film �11�. Optical, noncontact meth-
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ds, such as short pulsed, pump-probe thermoreflectance ��or time
omain thermoreflectance �TDTR�� �12,13�, have been used to
easure � in a wide array of nanoscale films and composite sys-

ems �7,14–23�. Typical operation frequencies of TDTR measure-
ents are in the 1–10 MHz regime, which ensures higher spatial

esolution compared with the contact-based resistive thermometry
pproaches previously discussed. However, the optical nature of
hese thermoreflectance techniques requires an optically flat,
mooth, reflective surface to accurately measure the reflectivity
nd the subsequent thermal properties, which is difficult to
chieve in many porous and amorphous nanocomposites. Re-
ently, Ge et al. �23� and Schmidt et al. �20� used TDTR to mea-
ure the thermal conductivity of samples using a slightly different
ample geometry than traditionally employed. In these works, the
amples of interest were placed on a glass substrate coated with a
hin metal film. The pump and probe laser pulses were reflected
y the metal transducer through the glass, and the change in the
DTR signal was used to deduce the thermal conductivity of the
djacent liquid. The sample geometry probed by the work of Ge et
l. and Schmidt et al. is shown in Fig. 1.

In this work, we solve the heat conduction equation in a
ultilayer stack of materials with a modulated source at any lo-

ation in the multilayer stack. This approach, which is based on
eldman’s algorithm �24�, can account for bidirectional heat trans-
er to model heat transfer after modulated laser heating in the
vent that spatial location of the heat event cannot be considered
s semi-insulative. In the next section, we derive a solution to the
eat equation in the frequency domain accounting for bidirec-
ional heat transfer. We also show the frequency regime where
ne-dimensional heat transfer will dominate the thermal processes
n a multilayer stack. We validate our solution with TDTR mea-
urements on glass slides and extend the thermal conductivity
easurements to porous SiO2-based nanostructured films. We
easure the thermal conductivity of two different types of SiO2
lms. One type of film is nanoporous while the other type is
omprised of close-packed SiO2 spherical particles. These two
lms, along with previous data, allow us to evaluate a well known

heory for thermal transport in effective media. We describe the
ample fabrication and other experimental considerations in Sec. 3
nd discuss the results from our thermal analysis on the

ig. 1 Geometry of samples interrogated in this work. A
ample is adjacent onto a thin Al film that is evaporated on a
lass slide. TDTR is performed on the Al film by probing
hrough the glass slide. Bidirectional heat transfer must be ac-
ounted for in this case since many samples that can be mea-
ured in this configuration have thermal diffusivities less than
lass.
iO2-based nanostructures in Sec. 4.
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2 Thermal Model
The recent work by Schmidt et al. �20� discussed in detail how

to apply Carslaw and Jaeger’s thermal algorithm for heat transfer
in a composite slab �25� to the sample geometry shown in Fig. 1.
This algorithm accounts for bidirectional heat transfer through
simultaneous solution of two thermal matrices describing the heat
transfer from a modulated heat source. However, Feldman’s �24�
algorithm to solve the heat diffusion equation for a general
multilayer stack subjected to a modulated heat source can also be
used to solve this geometry. Feldman’s algorithm also easily in-
corporates the thermal boundary conductance h at each material
interface �26�. In the remainder of this section, we use Feldman’s
development to solve for the temperature change in a composite
slab in which a modulated source is deposited in a material sand-
wiched between two other conductive materials. From this, we
derive an explicit solution for the temperature change at one side
of the sandwiched material. This provides a useful temperature
solution for future studies involving modulated thermal sources
imparted in buried nanosystems.

The approach in Feldman’s treatment is to define vector com-
ponents of counterpropagating thermal waves in each layer of the
multilayer system to solve for the temperature immediately adja-
cent on either side of the heat source. We consider the nomencla-
ture and geometry shown in Fig. 1, where the interface number z
corresponds to the interface to the left of the material layer N. We
assume that N=0 and 2 are semi-infinite, which is valid for typical
time scales and modulation frequencies in TDTR �this will be
addressed in more detail later�. In the remainder of this section,
we will derive the vector-based algorithm to treat modulated heat
transfer in the composite slab geometry shown in Fig. 1.

Let us begin by considering a slab of material. The solution to
the temperature distribution in material N can be expressed as the
sum of exponential terms representing thermal waves traveling in
the +x and −x directions given by

T�x� = TN
+ exp�qNx� + TN

− exp�− qNx� �1�

where TN
+ and TN

− are complex constants representing the tempera-
ture above ambient. The thermal wave vector qN is determined
from the solution to the heat equation and depends on the dimen-
sionality considered during thermal transport. As discussed by
Hopkins et al. �27�, the axially symmetric and one-dimensional
heat equations can be applied to TDTR experiments depending on
the modulation frequency. Therefore, the temperature above am-
bient can be treated as a two-dimensional vector expressed as

T̃ = �TN
+�x�

TN
−�x�

� �2�

where the vector components correspond to the first and second
terms in Eq. �1�. Given a material of thickness d and referring to
Fig. 1, the temperature at the left end �x=0� is related to the
temperature at the right end �x=d� by

�TN
+�0�

TN
−�0�

� = �exp�− qNdN� 0

0 exp�qNdN� ��TN
+�dN�

TN
−�dN�

� �3�

Again, referring to Fig. 1, the temperature to the left of some
interface z=N+1 in layer material N is related to the temperature
to the right of that interface in material N+1 by

�TN
+�dN�

TN
−�dN�

� =
1

2	1 +
�N+1

�N
−

�N+1

hz=N+1
1 −

�N+1

�N
+

�N+1

hz=N+1

1 −
�N+1

�N
−

�N+1

hz=N+1
1 +

�N+1

�N
+

�N+1

hz=N+1



��TN+1

+ �0�
TN+1

− �0�
� �4�
where �N=�NqN. Equations �3� and �4� give the heat transfer
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hrough a given material and across an interface of two materials.
owever, boundary conditions must be imposed.
We will now switch to notation specific to the geometry in Fig.

. As previously mentioned for the thermal transport problem in
his work, we assume that layers 0 and 2 are semi-infinite and the

odulated heat source is deposited on the surface of the metal
lm �layer 1�. Therefore, we choose

�T0
+�0�

T0
−�0� � = T0�x = 0��1

0
� �5�

nd

�T2
+�0�

T2
−�0� � = T2�x = d��0

1
� �6�

hich ensures that T����=0. The temperature just to the left of
he heat source is obtained by successively applying Eqs. �3� and
4� to Eq. �5�, and this temperature is described by

�T1
+�0−�

T1
−�0−� � = T0�x = 0��A+

A− � �7�

here A+ and A− are the components of a vector Ã given by

Ã =
1

2	1 +
�0

�1
−

�0

hz=1
1 −

�0

�1
+

�0

hz=1

1 −
�0

�1
−

�0

hz=1
1 +

�0

�1
+

�0

hz=1


�exp�q0d0� 0

0 exp�− q0d0� �
��1

0
� �8�

imilarly, the temperature just to the right of the heat source is
btained by successively applying Eqs. �3� and �4� to Eq. �6�, and
his temperature is described by

�T1
+�0+�

T1
−�0+� � = T2�x = d��B+

B− � �9�

here B+ and B− are the components of a vector B̃ given by

B̃ =
1

2
�exp�− q1d1� 0

0 exp�q1d1� �	1 +
�2

�1
−

�2

hz=2
1 −

�2

�1
+

�2

hz=2

1 −
�2

�1
−

�2

hz=2
1 +

�2

�1
+

�2

hz=2



��exp�− q2d2� 0

0 exp�q2d2� ��1

0
� �10�

rom Feldman’s solution �24�, we know that

T0�x = 0� =
1

2�1

B+ + B−

A+B− − A−B+ �11�

nd

T2�x = d� =
1

2�1

A+ + A−

A+B− − A−B+ �12�

ote that if dealing with an insulated metal film surface, such as
n a more traditional TDTR sample configuration, A+=A−=1 /2,
nd Eq. �11� gives the temperature change on the surface of the
etal film �13�. However, in the case considered in Fig. 1, we are

nterested in T1�x=0�, which can be determined with Eq. �1� and
ither by using Eq. �11� in Eq. �7� or Eq. �12� in Eq. �9�. For
xample, plugging Eq. �11� into Eq. �7� gives

�T1
+�0−�

T1
−�0−� � =

1

2�1

B+ + B−

A+B− − A−B+�A+

A− � �13�

nd with Eq. �1�, we obtain the temperature at the surface of the

etal film given by
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T1�x = 0� = T1
+�0−� + T1

−�0−� �14�
Similarly, as a check, we can perform the operation using Eq. �12�
with Eq. �9�, yielding

�T1
+�0+�

T1
−�0+� � =

1

2�1

A+ + A−

A+B− − A−B+�B+

B− � �15�

which leads to

T1�x = 0� = T1
+�0+� + T1

−�0+� �16�

This makes sense as this implies that T1
+�0+�=T1

+�0−� and T1
−�0+�

=T1
−�0−�, which is necessary for continuity.
To calculate the temperature rise on the surface of the metal

film, the thermal wave vector in each layer qN must be deter-
mined. As previously discussed, qN is determined from the solu-
tion to the heat equation and depends on the dimensionality con-
sidered during thermal transport. Assuming isotropic media in the
individual layers, the thermal wave vectors are given by �27�

qN,Ax
2 = k2 +

iCN�

�N
�17�

for the axially symmetric model, where k is the Hankel transform
variable. As previously mentioned, � is the angular frequency of
the modulated heating event defined as �=2�f , where f is the
modulation frequency. For the one-dimensional model,

qN,1D
2 =

iCN�

�N
�18�

The temperature rise at the surface of the confined metal film
detected by a probe pulse of radius wpr due to the excitation of a
pump pulse with absorbed power a and radius wpm is calculated
by convoluting Eq. �14� �or Eq. �16�� with the pump beam distri-
bution then averaging over the probe beam distribution. This leads
to the predicted temperature rise in the frequency domain during
pump-probe experiments using the axially symmetric model of
�13,22�

	Ax =
a

2�wpm
2 �

0

�

T1�x = 0�exp�− k2�wpr
2 + wpm

2 �
8

�kdk �19�

and that of the one-dimensional model of �27�

	1D =
awpr

2

�wpm
4 T1�x = 0� �20�

Figure 2 shows the ratio of the absolute value of the real to imagi-
nary solution of Eq. �19�, rriAx �rriAx=abs�Re�	Ax� / Im�	Ax���, as
a function of modulation frequency for five different values for
the thermal diffusivity of layer 2, D=10−7 m2 s−1, 10−6 m2 s−1,
10−5 m2 s−1, 10−4 m2 s−1, and 10−3 m2 s−1. Assuming a heat ca-
pacity of 1 MJ m−3 K−1, this corresponds to a range of thermal
conductivities of layer 2 of 0.1–1000 W m−1 K−1. We assume a
sample geometry shown in Fig. 1 with a 100 nm thick Al film. For
these calculations, h1 �the thermal boundary conductance between
the Al and the glass� is taken as 50 MW m−2 K−1, �0 �the thermal
conductivity of the glass� is taken as 1.4 W m−1 K−1, �1 �the
thermal conductivity of the Al film� is taken as 237 W m−1 K−1,
and h2 �the thermal boundary conductance between the Al film
and layer 2� is assumed as 50 MW m−2 K−1 �20�. In reality, and
as will be quantified later, the thermal conductivity of the Al film
will be slightly reduced from the bulk value �we determine a
thermal conductivity of an �90 nm film as 200 W m−1 K−1�;
however, the TDTR signal is nearly entirely insensitive to the
thermal conductivity of the Al film over the pump-probe delay
time used to determine � of adjacent materials. We assume a heat
capacity of glass as 1.9 MJ m−3 K−1 and that of the Al film as
2.44 MJ m−3 K−1 �28�, which we will assume for the remainder
of this work. In the limit of an extremely high diffusivity of layer

2, the frequency domain solution relaxes to that predicted, assum-
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ng an insulated surface �i.e., layer 0 has properties of air�. In this
ase, the thermal wave produced from the modulated heating does
ot see the glass on the front surface since the diffusivity of layer
is so much higher than that of the glass. As the diffusivity of

ayer 2 approaches that of the glass, the solutions converge at low
requencies.

Experimental Considerations
We fabricated two different types of silica-based porous films

n Al films evaporated onto glass substrates to form the sample
eometry similar to that shown in Fig. 1. The thicknesses of the Al
lms were verified with picosecond ultrasonics �29,30�. The first

ype of films were made from colloidal silica particles that were
onvectively deposited �CD� to form a microporous layer of silica
f approximately 1 
m thick. These CD films were deposited on
00 nm Al film evaporated on Corning 2947 microscope slides.
onvective deposition is an evaporation-driven process in which a

hin film of a particle-laden solvent is dried in a controlled man-
er, resulting in a colloidal structure on the substrate. As the thin
lm evaporates, convection is induced in the bulk, and particles
re drawn toward the growing colloidal structure. By varying the
arameters governing the evaporation of the thin solvent film �i.e.,
article concentration, solvent volatility, substrate wettability,
tc.�, various types of colloidal crystals can be formed �31�. In the
D film deposition, 30 ml of a 10% �by volume� particle concen-

ration in ethanol was placed between the Al film and a second
lass slide held at an angle of approximately 26 deg. The angled
lide was translated relative to the stationary horizontal slide, cre-
ting a thin film of the solvent. A close-packed, single layer struc-
ure of 1 
m silica microspheres �Fuso SP-1B� was formed by
oving the angled slide at v=10 
m /s relative to the stationary

ubstrate. We refer to these films as the CD silica films.
The other types of silica nanostructured films were fabricated

y evaporation-induced self-assembly �EISA�. These EISA films
ere fabricated on an 85 nm Al film deposited on VWR micro-

over glass �No. 48368040�. Through the use of a monoacyl glyc-
ride, glycerol monooloeate �GMO�, this EISA approach can tem-
late well-defined pore networks in silica films. In EISA, a

ig. 2 Frequency domain solution to the axially symmetric
eat equation for the sample geometry shown in Fig. 1 as a
unction of modulation frequency for five different values for
he thermal diffusivity of layer 2, D=10−7 m2 s−1, 10−6 m2 s−1,
0−5 m2 s−1, 10−4 m2 s−1, and 10−3 m2 s−1. As discussed in the
ext, bulk thermophysical properties are assumed for the Al
lm „layer 1… and the glass slide „layer 0…. Both the glass and
he nanostructure „layer 2… are assumed to be semi-infinite. The
alue plotted in this figure is the absolute value of the ratio of
he real to imaginary solution of Eq. „19….
omogeneous alcohol/water solution of a soluble silica precursor,

61601-4 / Vol. 133, JUNE 2011
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acid catalyst, and GMO template �present at a concentration much
less than where bulk mesophases appear� undergoes preferential
evaporation of alcohol during film coating, thus increasing the
concentration of the template and driving the self-assembly of
nanostructured GMO mesophases where water is replaced by non-
volatile silica. The GMO template can then be removed by either
acid extraction or UV /O3 treatment, leaving a porous silica “fos-
sil” of the original mesophase. Interestingly, we find that the pore
size distribution of the resulting porous film is dependent on
which of these removal techniques is used; acid extraction yields
an average pore size of about 10 nm, while UV /O3 treatment
gives an average pore size of 4 nm estimated from transmission
electron microscopy �TEM� images. The total film porosity is
�30% measured via spectroscopic ellipsometry and independent
of pore size and structure. We test four different types of EISA
silica films; we refer to these films as the EISA silica films.

The thermal conductivities of the silica-based nanostructured
films were measured with TDTR �12,13,32�. Details of our spe-
cific TDTR experimental setup are discussed elsewhere �27�. In
short, an 80 MHz, 90 fs pulse train is split into a pump path and a
probe path. The pump path is further modulated with an electro-
optic modulator �EOM� and the probe path is temporally delayed
with respect to the pump path via a mechanical delay stage. The
pump and probe are focused down to the Al film through the glass
substrate to 1 /e2 radii of �17 
m. The reflectance of the probe
pulses is collected with a silicon photodiode, and the thermore-
flectance signal is monitored with a lock-in amplifier triggered at
the EOM frequency.

Varying the pump modulation frequency can cause the TDTR
signal to increase in sensitivity to various aspects of thermal trans-
port �21,22,27,33�. In this work, we are interested in the thermal
conductivity of the nanostructured silica films and therefore want
to reduce the effects of radial spreading in the Al film while maxi-
mizing the sensitivity of the TDTR signal to cross plane transport.
To determine the range of modulation frequencies that will cause
the TDTR signal to be dominated by cross plane transport, we
compare Eq. �19� to Eq. �20� �27�. Figure 3 shows the ratio of
rri1D to rriAx �rri1D=abs�Re�	1D� / Im�	1D��� for the range of
modulation frequencies typical in TDTR experiments. The calcu-
lations in Fig. 3 assume that wpr=wpm=17 
m to simulate the
experimental conditions. When rri1D / rriAx=1, the heat transfer is

Fig. 3 Ratio of rri1D to rriAx for the range of modulation fre-
quencies typical in TDTR experiments assuming that wpr=wpm
=17 �m. When rri1D/rriAx=1, the heat transfer is purely one di-
mensional. For frequencies above 5 MHz, we find that the value
of rri1D/rriAx approaches 1, allowing us to safely approximate
the heat transport as one dimensional for our sample geometry
studied in this work „depicted in Fig. 1….
purely one dimensional. For the sample geometry shown in Fig. 1
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or frequencies above 5 MHz, we find that the value of this ratio
pproaches 1, allowing us to safely approximate the heat transport
s one dimensional. For the experiments in this work, we choose
pump modulation frequency of 11 MHz so our signals are not

ffected by radial heating. An interesting aspect of dimensionality
n transport is observed in the lowest diffusivity calculations in
ig. 3 �D2�10−6 m2 s−1 and 10−7 m2 s−1�. As the diffusivity of

ayer 2 decreases from that comparable to diamond, the trends in
he comparative ratio follow similar patterns; lower diffusivities

ean that one-dimensional transport can be assumed, and the cur-
ature as a function of frequency follows similar trends. However,
n the lowest diffusivity layers, the curvature as a function of
requency does not resemble that of the other diffusivity curves.
his is due to the fact that as the frequency increases, the thermal
enetration depth becomes smaller such that the density of heat
eposited in the Al film is larger. When the Al film is sandwiched
etween two relatively nonconducting layers, radial diffusion in
he conducting Al film spreads heat much more quickly than in the
ayers so that the effect of radial spreading in the Al film affects
he dimensionality of the heat flow in the samples as more heat is
eposited in the Al film �i.e., as the thermal penetration depth
ecreases� �27�.

Where the thermal models discussed in the previous section
redict the temperature change in the frequency domain, TDTR
ata are related to the change in temperature as a function of time.
he output of the lock-in amplifier serves to relate the frequency
omain model to the time domain. Details of the lock-in analysis
nd the relation among temperature change, frequency, pump-
robe delay time, and lock-in output are described in detail else-
here �13,20,22,27�. For TDTR analyses, we look at the ratio of

he real to imaginary lock-in outputs −X /Y, where X and Y are the
eal and imaginary components to the output of the lock-in am-
lifier, which eliminates the need to precisely know the thermore-
ectance coefficient of the metal film and gain of the electronic
ircuit in addition to reducing error due to probe beam drift and
ephasing �13�. Note that when analyzing the heat transfer using
X /Y, the thermal model need not be normalized to the experi-
ental data since values typically warranting normalization �i.e.,

hermoreflectance coefficient and electronic gain� cancel out in the
ivision of X and Y. This gives additional sensitivity to more
hermophysical properties as compared with analyses in which
hermal models are normalized to TDTR data �i.e., when analyz-
ng the heat transfer with the lock-in magnitude ��X2+Y2� or the
eal component �X� only�. We take four to six TDTR data scans on
ach sample to ensure reproducibility.

Results
In order to accurately determine the thermal conductivity of the

ilica structures �CD and EISA�, we must first determine the ther-
al boundary conductance at the Al/glass interface and thermal

onductivity of the glass. The importance of determining these
hermal properties is illustrated by examining the thermal sensi-
ivity over the pump-probe delay time defined as �16,34�

Sp =

� ln�−
X�t�
Y�t��

� ln�p�
�21�

here p is some thermophysical property and t is the pump-probe
elay time. In this approach, central values of all the necessary
hermophysical parameters are prescribed, and one particular
roperty p is slightly perturbed while all other properties are kept
onstant. In our calculations, we perturb the thermophysical prop-
rties by 1%. In this case, we are interested in determining the
hermal sensitivity to the thermal conductivity of the glass sub-
trate �p=�0�, the thermal boundary conductance between the
lass substrate and the Al film �p=h1�, the thermal boundary con-
uctance between the Al film and some SiO2 film �p=h2�, and the

hermal conductivity of some SiO2 film �p=�2�. For these calcu-
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lations, we assume a pump modulation frequency of 11 MHz,
h2=50 MW m−2 K−1, and assume bulk values as our central val-
ues for all other thermophysical properties of the glass slide �as-
sumed as bulk SiO2� and the Al film �28�. We examine three
different cases for the thermal properties of the SiO2 film on side
2: �a� same properties as the glass slide, �b� same heat capacity as
the glass slide with half of the thermal conductivity, and �c� ther-
mal properties of air �C2=1000 J m−3 K−1 and �2
=0.0257 W m−1 K−1�. The thermal sensitivities to �0, h1, h2, and
�2 for the three different cases are shown in Fig. 4. The thermal
sensitivity to �2 and h2 decreases and the thermal sensitivity to the
glass slide thermal properties ��0 and h1� increases as the thermal
conductivity of material on side 2 decreases. This is intuitive as
heat will more rapidly propagate into the glass as the thermal
effusivity of the SiO2 film decreases. Also, for these cases, there is
a relatively low sensitivity to h2 since the conductance associated
with the SiO2 film on side 2 is much lower than the Al /SiO2 film
interface conductance �35�. In the limit that there is no SiO2 film

Fig. 4 Thermal sensitivity defined in Eq. „21… to the thermal
conductivity of the glass substrate „p=�0…, the thermal bound-
ary conductance between the glass substrate and the Al film
„p=h1…, the thermal boundary conductance between the Al film
and some SiO2 film „p=h2…, and the thermal conductivity of
some SiO2 film „p=�2… as a function of time for the measure-
ment geometry shown in Fig. 1. We consider three different
cases for the thermal properties of the film on side 2: „a… same
properties as the glass slide, „b… same heat capacity as the
glass slide with half of the thermal conductivity, and „c… thermal
properties of air „C2=1000 J m−3 K−1 and �2=0.0257 W m−1

K−1
…. Note also that the sensitivity to h1 is nearly as large as

that of �2 for cases „a… and „b…, elucidating the importance of
determining the thermal boundary conductance between the Al
film and the glass slide. We assume bulk thermophysical prop-
erties for all other thermophysical parameters †28‡.
and the Al film is adjacent to air on side 2, then the thermal
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ensitivity to the air properties goes to zero and that to �0 and h1
s maximized for this measurement geometry. Note also that the
ensitivity to h1 is nearly as large as that of �2 for cases �a� and
b�, elucidating the importance of determining the thermal bound-
ry conductance between the Al film and the glass slide. Note that
he sensitivity of h1 will decrease as the thermal conductivity of
0 decreases as compared with �2 so that in the limit where �2
pproaches that of air �much smaller than �2 in a given sample of
nterest�, the sensitivity reduces to that of a more traditional
DTR measurement geometry.
During each Al evaporation run, we included an extra substrate

hat would not be used for silica film deposition and therefore be
sed for calibration in determining h1 and �0. We deduce the
hermal conductivity of the Al film from electrical conductivity

easurements and the Weidemann–Franz law �36�; the thermal
onductivity we determine—200 W m−1 K−1—is slightly reduced
rom that of bulk—237 W m−1 K−1 �Ref. �28��—although in
ractice the TDTR signal is relatively insensitive to the thermal
onductivity of the Al film over the pump-probe delay time used
o determine � of adjacent materials. Figure 5 shows the TDTR
ata on the Al/cover glass and Al/glass slide. We probed both on
he Al side �more traditional TDTR geometry by probing from the
front”� and through the glass �probing from the “back”� on the
alibration samples. In the back probed sample �and for all the
amples in which the TDTR measurements were taken through the
lass shown in Fig. 5�, slow oscillations occur throughout the first
anosecond; these oscillations are associated with Brillouin back-
cattering and are similar to those observed by Schmidt et al. �20�
n TDTR measurements using the same probing geometry. Prob-
ng from the front, we determine an average h and � with standard
eviation among the determined values of the cover glass as
0�10 MW m−2 K−1 and 1.25�0.08 W m−1 K−1, respectively.
ur algorithm when probing from the back yields average best fits
f 50�20 MW m−2 K−1 and 1.2�0.11 W m−1 K−1 in good
greement with the front data. For our thermal model on the EISA
amples �which were deposited on the cover glass�, we use the
alues determined from the front side probe, but the agreement
ith the glass side probe approach verifies our thermal model
resented in Sec. 2. We perform the same analysis with the glass
lides and determine a best fit h at the Al/glass slide interface and

−2 −1

ig. 5 Representative TDTR data from the samples in this
ork along with their corresponding best fit thermal models.
e probe the Al/cover glass and Al/glass slide samples that

ave not been coated with EISA or CD silica films from the front
not shown… and back to determine the thermal conductivity of
he glass substrate and thermal boundary conductance at the
l/glass interface and verify our thermal model and fitting
lgorithm.
of the glass slide as 60�10 MW m K and
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1.3�0.08 W m−1 K−1. In terms of the sample geometry shown in
Fig. 1, these values represent �0 and h1 in our thermal model, as
previously mentioned.

Representative TDTR data on the CD and EISA films along
with the TDTR data from the calibration samples �probing
through the cover glass �EISA� and glass slide �CD�� are shown in
Fig. 5 along with the best fit model. The average best fit � and
standard deviations on the CD and EISA films are
0.13�0.03 W m−1 K−1 and 0.35�0.1 W m−1 K−1, respectively.
To minimize the fitting error, we adjust h1 as this property can
change based on interface structure and therefore probe location;
the values we determine for h1 are within 18% of those deter-
mined from our calibration sample. As previously mentioned,
there is a relatively low sensitivity to h2 since the conductance
associated with the SiO2 film on side 2 is much lower than the
Al /SiO2 film interface conductance �35�. Note in Fig. 5 that the
thermoreflectance scans on the cover glass and glass slide with no
porous SiO2 samples �i.e., the adiabatic case or the “air” case in
Fig. 4� are different. Although the conductivities of the cover glass
and glass slide were measured as slightly different in our calibra-
tion, this minute difference in �0 is not the cause of this observed
change in the thermoreflectance. The main difference between
these scans arises due to the differing Al film thicknesses used in
the CD and EISA samples as a thicker Al film gives a lower
thermoreflectance response �−X /Y� in the temporal domain of in-
terest. We find that the thermal conductivity of the EISA films is
independent of the removal technique within the standard devia-
tion among the measured values. The thermal conductivity of
these porous silica films is in good agreement with that of
SiO2-based nanoporous films measured with the 3� technique �6�.

Figure 6 compares the thermal conductivity measured in this
work �EISA and CD� to the previous measurements of silica-
based films—SiO2 sputtered thin film �sputtered�, flowable oxide
�FOx�, and extra low-k �XLK� �6�—as a function of sample
atomic density. The atomic density n of bulk SiO2 is 2.2
�1028 atoms m−3. We determine the EISA density as 70% of
bulk SiO2 calculated from the porosity measurement discussed
previously. We estimate the CD sample density as 2.8

27 −3

Fig. 6 Average thermal conductivity of the CD and EISA
samples compared with previous measurements of the thermal
conductivity of SiO2-based films „SiO2 sputtered thin film „sput-
tered…, flowable oxide „FOx…, and XLK… and bulk amorphous
SiO2. The EISA and CD thermal conductivities, along with the
previous measurements, all show a substantial reduction in
thermal conductivity from bulk, and even thin film sputtered
SiO2. The solid line represents the thermal conductivity predic-
tion from the DEM theory.
�10 atoms m by comparing the TDTR signal magnitude to
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hat of bulk SiO2 �37�; this approach is valid since the silica par-
icles comprising the CD film are upward of 1 
m and the reduc-
ion in atomic density in these films is due to the packing density
f the particles. We also include data for bulk amorphous SiO2
38�. The EISA and CD thermal conductivities, along with the
revious measurements, all show a substantial reduction in ther-
al conductivity from bulk and even thin film sputtered SiO2. The

eduction in conductivity as a function of atomic density for the
iO2 film is compared with the differential-effective-medium
DEM� theory �39�, which predicts that the reduced thermal con-
uctivity is given by

� = �solid n

nsolid
�3/2

�22�

here the subscript “solid” refers to the corresponding property of
ulk SiO2. The predictions from Eq. �22� agree well with the CD
amples measured in this work, yet overpredict the previously
easured SiO2-based films and the EISA film. This could arise

ue to the geometry of the pores in previously measured
iO2-based films and the EISA film, as the DEM theory assumes
n infinitesimal volume of spherical voids. However, the CD film
s comprised of close-packed silica spheres, which could have a
eometry more in line with the original assumptions of the DEM
heory.

Conclusions
In this work, we solve the heat conduction equation in a
ultilayer stack of materials with a modulated source at any lo-

ation in the multilayer stack based on the Feldman algorithm.
his approach accounts for bidirectional heat transfer and accu-

ately predicts the thermal processes in TDTR in the “probe from
he back” geometry. We theoretically studied the dimensionality
f the thermal transport in the frequency domain to determine
odulation frequencies and thermal diffusivities where cross

lane transport will dominate the heat transfer in a multilayer
tack. We then applied our solution to TDTR data to determine the
hermal conductivity of SiO2-based films. One of the film types is
anoporous �EISA� while the other type is comprised of close-
acked spherical particles �CD�. We compare the measured ther-
al conductivity to that of nanostructured silica films from the

iterature and to the DEM theory. The predictions from the DEM
heory agree well with the CD samples measured in this work, yet
verpredict the previously measured SiO2-based films and the
ISA films. This could arise since the CD film is comprised of
lose-packed silica spheres, which could have a geometry more in
ine with the original assumptions of the DEM theory.
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omenclature
a � absorbed laser power of the pump beam, W
C � heat capacity, J m−3 K−1

D � thermal diffusivity, m2 s−1

d � thickness, m
f � frequency, Hz
h � thermal boundary conductance, W m−2 K−1

k −1
� Hankel transform variable, m
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n � atomic density, m−3

q � thermal wave vector, m−1

rri � ratio of real to imaginary solution
Sp � thermal sensitivity to some parameter p
T � temperature above ambient, K
t � pump-probe delay time, s

w � beam waist, m
X � real component of lock-in response, V
x � direction of thermal propagation, m
Y � imaginary component of lock-in response, V

Greek Symbols
� � thermal penetration depth, m
� � thermal conductivity, W m−1 K−1

	 � temperature rise, K
� � time, s
� � angular frequency, rad s−1

Subscripts
1D � one dimensional
Ax � axially symmetric

N � layer
pr � probe

pm � pump
solid � solid matrix

z � interface

Superscripts
+ � for wave traveling in the +x direction
 � for wave traveling in the −x direction
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